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1. Introduction
sec:intro-invariants

1.1. Gromov-Witten invariants. Gromov–Witten invariants are de-
formation invariant numbers associated to a smooth variety X over C
that are closely related to the numbers of curves in that variety with
prescribed incidence to specified homology classes. In this paper we fo-
cus on invariants associated to counting rational curves with prescribed
tangencies along a fixed divisor D ⊂ X, in addition to the prescribed
incidence conditions.

Our main result, Theorem 1.2.1, explains a seemingly mysterious
phenomenon, first observed by Cadman and Chen in [CC08], whereby
two types of such invariants coincide above and beyond expectation.
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These are the orbifold invariants of root stacks Xr of large index r stud-
ied in [Cad07, CC08] and the relative invariants of pairs (X,D) studied
in [LR01, IP03, Li02]. We discuss the context of these invariants in Sec-
tion 1.4 below. Section 1.5 demonstrates that this genus-0 coincidence
cannot follow from trivial considerations. Indeed higher-genus invari-
ants of Xr do not stabilize, and thus do not coincide with higher-genus
relative invariants. A general correspondence between them remains
to be discovered.

sec:thm-statement
1.2. Statement of the theorem. We require the following input,
standard in relative Gromov–Witten theory. We fix

• a smooth projective variety X,
• a smooth divisor D ⊂ X ,
• a curve class β ∈ H2(X,Z),
• an n-tuple of nonnegative integers k = (k1, . . . kn), with

∑
ki =

β ·D,
• cohomology classes γ1 . . . , γn where γi ∈ H∗(X,Q) when ki = 0

and γi ∈ H∗(D,Q) when ki > 0, and
• nonnegative integers a1, . . . , an.

Finally, for r a positive integer, we denote by Xr = XD,r = r
√
X,D the

stack obtained by taking the r-th root of X along D.

maintheorem Theorem 1.2.1. If r is any sufficiently large and divisible natural
number then the following relative and orbifold invariants coincide.〈 n∏

i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉(X,D)

0,β

=

〈 n∏
i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉Xr

0,β

Our notation is explained in the following section. There is also a
table of notation in Appendix B.

Sec:conv
1.3. Conventions.

1.3.1. Relative stable maps. We use the moduli space

M rel(X,D) := M rel
g,(k1,...,kn)(X,D, β)

of relative stable maps to (X,D), where

• the source curve has genus g and n marked points,
• the i-th marked point has contact order ki with D, and
• the homology class of the curve is β.

Let erel
i be the i-th evaluation map, where

erel
i : M rel(X,D)→ X for ki = 0, and

erel
i : M rel(X,D)→ D for ki > 0.
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Let si : M rel(X,D) → C be the i-th section of the universal con-
tracted curve mapping to X, and let ψi = c1s

∗
i (ωC/Mrel(X,D)). The stack

M rel(X,D) admits a virtual fundamental class
[
M rel(X,D)

]vir
defined

in [Li02].
With this notation we set〈 n∏

i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉(X,D)

g,β

:=

∫[
Mrel(X,D)

]vir
ψa1

1 e
∗
1γ1 · · ·ψan

n e
∗
nγn.

1.3.2. Orbifold stable maps. We use the moduli space

Morb(Xr) := M g,(k1,...,kn)(Xr, β)

of stable maps to Xr, where

• the curve has genus g and n marked points,
• the coarse evaluation map at the i-th marked point (defined

below)

eorb
i : Morb(Xr)→ I(Xr)

lands in the twisted sector of age ki/r (which is isomorphic to
X if ki = 0 and to D if ki > 0), and
• the homology class of the curve is β.

We have used the notation I(Xr) for the coarse moduli space of the
inertia stack of Xr, which has r components:

I(Xr) ∼= X tD t · · · tD.
The components isomorphic to D are called twisted sectors, and are
labeled by the ages ki/r ∈ [ 0, 1) ∩ 1

r
Z.

Let si : Morb(Xr) → C be the i-th section of the universal coarse
curve mapping to X, and let ψi = c1s

∗
i (ωC/Morb(Xr)). The stackMorb(Xr)

admits a virtual fundamental class
[
Morb(Xr)

]vir
defined in [AGV08].

With this notation we set〈
n∏
i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉Xr

g,β

:=

∫
[Morb(Xr)]vir

ψa1
1 e
∗
1γ1 · · ·ψan

n e
∗
nγn.

Sec:context
1.4. Context. There are two essential ingredients in Gromov–Witten
theory: a proper moduli space on which to do intersection theory, and
a virtual fundamental class of the expected dimension in the homology
of that moduli space. As stated above, we are interested in counting
rational curves in X with prescribed incidence conditions, as well as
prescribed tangencies along D. The introduction of tangencies makes
these ingredients more subtle. Since a tangency can degenerate to one
of higher order, it is not obvious how to produce a proper moduli space,
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and since a tangency can be deformed to lower order, it is not obvi-
ous how to do the deformation theory necessary to produce a virtual
fundamental class.

There are now several solutions to these problems. The first is the
theory of relative stable maps, introduced by A. M. Li and Y. Ruan in
[LR01], with substantial contributions from Ionel–Parker [IP03, IP04],
Gathmann [Gat02] and others. Its algebro-geometric incarnation is
due to J. Li [Li01, Li02]. In this theory, tangencies are prevented from
degenerating to higher order by allowing the target variety to expand,
in close analogy to the way a Deligne–Mumford stable curve might
expand to prevent a marked point from colliding with a node. The
deformation theory of maps from curves into expanded targets still
remains quite subtle, however.

A second solution [Cad07] is to change the target variety by a root
construction. The variety is replaced by a stack that is isomorphic to
the original variety away from the divisor, but in which the divisor is re-
placed by a “stacky” version of itself with a cyclotomic stabilizer group.
Provided that the order of the root construction is taken to be large
enough, the concept of tangency to the divisor in the original variety
can be replaced with transversal contact to the stacky divisor in the
root stack. Transversal contact is an open condition, so the ordinary
theory of twisted stable maps [AV02] applies to yield a proper moduli
space and a virtual fundamental class via straightforward deformation
theory. The disadvantage of this theory, as compared to relative stable
maps, is that it may include extraneous information in higher genus;
see Section 1.5.

Cadman and Chen applied Cadman’s method to enumerate rational
curves tangent to a smooth plane cubic [CC08]. Some of these numbers
were also computed by Gathmann using relative Gromov–Witten in-
variants [Gat05]. It is no surprise that these numbers agree when they
are both enumerative: they count the same thing. Remarkably, how-
ever, one is enumerative if and only if the other is, and the invariants
coincide even when they are not enumerative.

Theorem 1.2.1 explains this coincidence in general: it shows that
when the genus of the source curves is restricted to be 0, the relative
theories of Cadman and J. Li yield the same invariants, for any target.
Our comparison goes by way of a third theory, due to Abramovich and
Fantechi [AF11], that combines the advantages of both while avoiding
some of the disadvantages. This “relative–orbifold” theory furnishes a
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correspondence between the relative and orbifold moduli spaces

M rel(Xr, Dr)
Φ

''OOOOOOOOOOO
Ψ

wwnnnnnnnnnnn

M rel(X,D) Morb(Xr),

see Section 2.1.
It is shown in [AMW14] that Ψ is nearly an isomorphism—it is some-

thing like a root stack construction—and that it identifies the virtual
fundamental classes via pushforward, so our task is primarily to study
the map Φ. This map is not an isomorphism, even in genus zero and for
large r, but we will show that in genus zero and for a suitable choice of
r it nevertheless carries one virtual fundamental class to the other by
push-forward, and therefore identifies the Gromov–Witten invariants.

Other counting theories and comparisons. There are at least two more
theories of stable maps relative to a divisor, both based on the theory of
logarithmic geometry. The first of these was defined by B. Kim by intro-
ducing logarithmic structures into J. Li’s degenerations [Kim08]. Later
work of Gross and Siebert [GS13] and Abramovich and Chen [Che14,
AC14] made it possible to study logarithmic stable maps without ex-
panding the target variety. The relationships between these theories,
as well as with the original theory of J. Li and the orbifold theory of
Abramovich and Fantechi, are treated in [AMW14].

sect:genus1
1.5. Counterexample in genus 1. Note that Theorem 1.2.1 applies
only to genus zero invariants. The necessity of this restriction is evident
in the following example, which was shown to us by D. Maulik [Mau].
Let E be an elliptic curve and let X = E × P1. Let D = X0 ∪ X∞,
the union of the fibers of X over 0 and ∞ ∈ P1. Let f ∈ H2(X) be
the class of a fiber of X → P1. Then the relative invariant with no
insertions vanishes: 〈 〉(X,D)

1,f = 0. A simple explanation for this is that

the invariant remains the same if we take a cover of P1 branched at
0,∞, and at the same time it is multiplied by the degree of the cover.
Note that the space of genus 1 relative maps to (X,D) of class f has
expected dimension 0, even though the actual dimension is 1.

Let Xr,s be the stack obtained from X via an r-th root construction
on X0 and an s-th root construction on X∞. The space M1,0(Xr,s, f)
has a 1-dimensional component and r2 − 1 + s2 − 1 components of
dimension 0. The 1-dimensional component is isomorphic to the stack
Pr,s, obtained from P1 by an r-th root at 0 and an s-th root at infinity.
The remaining components exist because a morphism E → E × Bµr
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which is the identity onto the first factor is determined by a µr-torsor
over E. There are r2 choices for the µr-torsor, but the trivial torsor
already appears in the 1-dimensional component.

The obstruction bundle on the 1-dimensional component is the tan-
gent bundle, which has degree 1/r + 1/s. The 0-dimensional compo-
nents count with precisely their degree, which takes into account the
automorphism group of the torsor. We may therefore calculate

〈〉Xs,r

1,f =
1

r
+

1

s
+
r2 − 1

r
+
s2 − 1

s
= r + s.

We interpret this discrepancy between the relative and twisted Gromov–
Witten invariants to be a result of the nontriviality of the Picard group
of E. We leave the formulation of a more precise statement to anyone
interested in pursuing the question.

1.6. Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge the help of Bar-
bara Fantechi in understanding relative stable maps, Martin Olsson’s
help with Hom-stack, Davesh Maulik for a crucial example in genus
1, and Angelo Vistoli with his insight on root stacks. In addition we
thank Jarod Alper, Linda Chen, Alessio Corti, Johan de Jong, and
Michael Thaddeus, for helpful discussions at various stages of this
project. Much progress was made while Abramovich and Wise were
visiting MSRI in Spring 2009. We thank MSRI and the Algebraic Ge-
ometry program organizers for the opportunity afforded us to use its
exciting environment.

2. Method of proof
Sec:intermediate-space

2.1. An intermediate moduli space. There is not a natural map
in either direction between M rel(X,D) and Morb(Xr). We will there-
fore require a third moduli space, in which both orbifold and relative
geometry are present, to mediate between these moduli spaces.

We will use M rel(Xr, Dr) as the intermediary (where Dr is the r-
th root divisor). We denote by ei the i-th evaluation map, where for
ki = 0 we have ei : M rel(Xr, Dr) → X and for ki > 0 we have ei :
M rel(Xr, Dr)→ D.

Let si : M rel(Xr, Dr)→ C be the i-th section of the universal coarse
contracted curve mapping to X, and let ψi = c1s

∗
i (ωC/Mrel(Xr,Dr)).

With this notation we set〈 n∏
i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉(Xr,Dr)

g,β

:=

∫[
Mrel

g,n(Xr,Dr,β)
]vir

ψa1
1 e
∗
1γ1 · · ·ψan

n e
∗
nγn.
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2.2. Reduction of main theorem to properties of virtual fun-
damental classes. For any g, r we have a diagram of stabilization
morphisms

M rel(Xr, Dr)
Ψ

wwnnnnnnnnnnn
Φ

''OOOOOOOOOOO

M rel(X,D) Morb(Xr).

We have defined the terms so that

• erel
i ◦Ψ = erel

i = erel
i ◦ Φ,

• Ψ∗Crel = Crel = Φ∗Corb, therefore
• Ψ∗ωCrel/Mrel = ωCrel/Mrel = Φ∗ωCorb/Morb , and finally

• Ψ∗srel
i = srel

i = Φ∗sorb
i .

Consequently, the projection formula gives us〈 n∏
i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉(Xr,Dr)

0,β

=

∫
Ψ∗([Mrel(Xr,Dr)]vir)

ψa1
1 e
∗
1γ1 · · ·ψan

n e
∗
nγn

=

∫
Φ∗([Mrel(Xr,Dr)]vir)

ψa1
1 e
∗
1γ1 · · ·ψan

n e
∗
nγn

where the integrals are on M rel(X,D) and Morb(Xr), respectively. The-
orem 1.2.1 is thus a consequence of the following two theorems.

Prop1 Theorem 2.2.1. For all g, β, and r,

Ψ∗

([
M rel(Xr, Dr)

]vir
)

=
[
M rel(X,D)

]vir
.

Prop2 Theorem 2.2.2. If g = 0 and r is sufficiently large and divisible (de-
pending on β) we have

Φ∗

([
M rel(Xr, Dr)

]vir
)

=
[
Morb(Xr)

]vir
.

We will prove Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 using a technique introduced
by Costello.

2.3. Costello’s diagrams. The applications of Costello’s method to
the proofs of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are broadly similar, so in order
to fix ideas we will refer only Theorem 2.2.2 in this part of the summary.

We restrict to genus 0 maps and construct a cartesian square

Eq:CostelloEq:Costello (2.3.1)

M rel
g=0(Xr, Dr)

ΦX //

σrel

��

Morb
g=0(Xr)

σ

��
Mrel

g=0(Ar,Dr)
′ ΦA // Morb

g=0(Ar)
′.
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Here ΦX is the morphism denoted Φ previously. We use A to stand
for the stack [A1/Gm]. We may view A as the moduli stack of pairs
(L, s) where L is a line bundle and s is a section of L. The vanishing
locus of s is a divisor D , isomorphic as a stack to BGm. Note that the
r-th root construction (Ar,Dr) is abstractly isomorphic to (A ,D); we
retain the subscript to emphasize that the map Ar → A is not the
identity.1

We show below that the diagram has the following properties:

(1) the virtual fundamental classes can be defined via perfect rela-
tive obstruction theories relative to the vertical arrows, and

(2) the hypotheses of [Cos06, Theorem 5.0.1] are satisfied for these
choices.

The stacks in the bottom row of this diagram require definitions,
which will be given explicitly in Sections 4 and 7.3. For the moment,
we note the following:

• We define M(A ) to be the stack of triples (C,L, s), where C is
a twisted curve, L a line bundle on C and s a section of L, such
that the associated morphism C → A is representable. The
stack Mg=0(A )′ is defined in Section 4.2 as an open substack
of Mg=0(A ).
• We define Mrel(A ,D) to be the stack of pre-stable maps to A ,

relative to the divisor D . The stack Mrel
g=0(A ,D)′ is defined in

Section 7.3 and is étale over Mrel
g=0(A ,D).

We regard the morphism ΦA as the universal example of the arrow
ΦX . In Section 4 we will show that ΦA is birational, which we regard
as the universal case of Theorem 2.2.2. This is the technical heart
of the paper, and the place where the restriction to genus 0 and the
requirements on r are needed.

In Section 5 we show that the virtual fundamental classes ofM rel
g=0(Xr, Dr)

and Morb
g=0(Xr) may be defined via obstruction theories relative to

Mrel
g=0(Ar,Dr)

′ and Morb
g=0(Ar)

′, respectively, and in Section 7 we show
that these relative obstruction theories are compatible. Combined with
the universal case, this will suffice to verify the hypotheses of Costello’s
theorem [Cos06, Theorem 5.0.1] for diagram (2.3.1) and imply Theo-
rem 2.2.2.

1In fact, Ar → A is the universal r-th root construction.
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3. The moduli spaces
sec:spaces

3.1. Smooth pairs. A smooth pair is a pair (X,D) where X is a
smooth algebraic stack and D is a smooth divisor on X. A morphism
of smooth pairs (X,D) → (Y,E) is a morphism f : X → Y such that
f−1E = D. There is a universal example of a smooth pair: (A ,D)
where A = [A1/Gm] and D = [ 0 / Gm] ⊂ A . If (X,D) is another
smooth pair then there is a unique morphism f : X → A such that
D = f−1(D).

We can interpret A as the moduli space of pairs (L, s) where L is
a line bundle and s is a section of L. As such there is, for each non-
negative integer r, a map [r] : A → A sending (L, s) to (L⊗ r, sr).
We will sometimes write Ar for the source of [r] in order to emphasize
the map to A . We write Dr for the universal divisor D under this
identification. We therefore have a map of pairs (Ar,Dr) → (A ,D).
We view (Ar,Dr) as the r-th root of (A ,D); it is thus the universal
r-th root construction.

Given a smooth pair (X,D) we can form the fiber product Xr =
X ×A Ar where the map X → A is the one associated to the divisor
D. We write Dr for the pre-image of Dr under the map X → Ar. Then
(Xr, Dr) is the root stack of Xr along Dr.

3.2. Orbifold stable maps. Let X be a smooth algebraic stack. Fol-
lowing [AV02], we can define a moduli space Morb(X ) of orbifold pre-
stable maps into X whose S-points are diagrams

C
f //

π

��

X

S

where

(i) C is an orbifold pre-stable curve over S,
(ii) f is representable.

When X is a Deligne–Mumford stack, we also define M(X ) to be the
open substack of M(X ) consisting of those diagrams that satisfy the
stability condition:

(iii) (stability) fiberwise over S, the automorphism group of C over
X is finite.

Orbifold pre-stable maps to the target A will be of particular im-
portance to us. We may interpret M(A ) as the moduli space whose
S-points are triples (C,L, s) where C is an orbifold pre-stable curve
over S, L is a line bundle on C, and s is an element of Γ(C,L).
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3.3. Relative stable maps. In this paper, we will require relative
stable maps to orbifold targets. This requires only a slight modification
to J. Li’s original definitions. The definition relies on the notion of an
expanded pair, for whose definition we refer the reader to [ACFW13,
Section 2.1].

We write T for the moduli space of expansions of the pair (A ,D),
which is, by definition [ACFW13, Definition 2.1.6], the moduli space of
expansions of any pair (X,D). We write (A exp,Dexp) for the universal
expansion of A and (Xexp, Dexp) for the universal expansion of (X,D).

Given an expansion Ãr of Ar over a base S we may obtain an ex-
pansion of A by passing to the relative coarse moduli space of the

morphism Ãr → A × S. This gives a morphism T → T . In order
to emphasize that this morphism is not the identity, we employ the
notation Tr for its source. Using this notation, we have a commutative
diagram

A exp
r

//

��

A exp

��
Tr

// T .

Note: this diagram is not cartesian! See [ACFW13, Section 7] for more
about these untwisting morphisms.

Let (X,D) be a smooth pair. A pre-stable relative map to (X,D)
over S consists of

(1) an expansion (X̃, D̃) of the pair (X,D) over S,
(2) a pre-stable orbifold curve C over S, and

(3) an S-morphism f : C → X̃

subject to the predeformability condition

(4) (predeformability) for any node of C that maps to the singular

locus of X̃/S there are étale-local coordinates near the node in

C, and smooth-local coordiantes near its image in X̃, such that
f has the following local form:

OS[x, y]/(xy − t) OS[u, v]/(uv − tr)oo

xr u�oo

yr v�oo

The stack of relative pre-stable maps to (X,D) is denoted Mrel(X,D).
We say that a pre-stable relative map is stable if it satisfies the following
condition:
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(5) (stability) the automorphisms of f : C → X̃ compatible with
the projection to X are finite, when viewed as a group scheme
over S.

Note that automorphisms of f are commutative diagrams

C //

��

X̃

��
C // X̃

where C → C is an automorphism of C as an orbifold pre-stable curves

and X̃ → X̃ is an automorphism of X̃ as an expansion of (X,D).
We note that by forgetting the curve, we have a morphism of stacks

Mrel(X,D)→ T . These fit into a commutative diagram:

Mrel(Xr, Dr) //

��

Mrel(X,D)

��
Tr

// T

Theorem 3.3.1. The stack M rel(Xr, Dr) is proper and of Deligne–
Mumford type.

Proof. See [AF14, Theorem 2.2.1]. �

4. The universal case
sec:universal

Here we treat analogues of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 where (X,D) is
replaced by (A ,D). Strictly speaking, the results we prove here are not
special cases of Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 as we work with pre-stable
maps here instead of stable maps. The results proved in this section
are the essential input in our later application of Costello’s theorem.

4.1. Relative maps. We will say that an object f : C → Ã of
Mrel(A ,D) is totally non-degenerate if the following conditions hold:

(1) the target is unexpanded (meaning the contraction Ã → A
is an isomorphism), so that the object lies in the open substck
M(A ),

(2) C is smooth, and
(3) f(C) is not contained in D .

Remarking that Mrel(Ar,Dr) is abstractly isomorphic to Mrel(A ,D)
we also speak of totally nondegenerate objects of Mrel(Ar,Dr).

The following is the universal analogue of Theorem 2.2.1:

thm:rel-birational Theorem 4.1.1. The map Mrel(Ar,Dr)→Mrel(A ,D) is birational.
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It is immediate that this map induces an isomorphism between the
loci of totally non-degenerate objects. It therefore suffices to show that
these loci are dense. Since the pairs (Ar,Dr) and (A ,D) are abstractly
isomorphic, the following lemma implies the theorem.

lem:rel-dense-open Lemma 4.1.2. The totally non-degenerate objects in Mrel(A ,D) are
dense.

Proof. Let C → Ã be a relative stable map to an expansion of A .

By induction, it will be sufficient to show that one of the nodes of Ã

can be smoothed. Let Ã ′ = A qD A where the two copies of A are
joined together along the automorphism of D sending a line bundle to

its dual. We can find a map Ã → Ã ′ that is an isomorphism near any

given node of Ã and collapses every other point of Ã to one or the

other point of Ã ′. Taking advantage of the section Ã ′ → Ã , which

has open image, it is easy to extend a deformation of Ã ′ to Ã . We

can replace Ã with Ã ′ for the rest of the proof and assume that Ã
has just two irreducible components.

It is sufficient to produce the desired deformation in an étale neigh-

borhood of the pre-image of the node of Ã . Indeed, once an infinites-
imal deformation is found in a neighborhood of the pre-image of the
node, one only needs to observe that local deformations of curves can
always be glued, and away from the nodes in the pre-image of the node

of Ã , we are merely gluing together maps to a point, which is a trivial
matter.

Now, working étale locally we can assume that the pre-image of the

node of Ã is a disjoint union of copies of Ui = Spec C[xi, yi]/(xiyi); we

can assume moreover that each of the maps Ui → Ã factors through

the smooth cover Spec C[ui, vi]/(uivi) → Ã in the form ui 7→ xrii ,
vi 7→ yrii . Now let r = lcm {ri}. Over the base C[t] we now have the
maps

Spec C[xi, yi, t]/(xiyi = tr/ri)→ Spec C[u, v]/(uv = tr)

extending the given ones. This clearly gives a smoothing. �
sec:orb-dense-open

4.2. Orbifold maps. Theorem 4.2.2, below, is the birationality state-
ment for the map Mrel(A ,D) → Morb(A ), and thus also of the map
Mrel(Ar,Dr) → Morb(Ar). It is more subtle than the one considered
in the last section. In fact, we will only obtain the required statement
in genus 0 and for a non-dense open substack of Morb

g=0(A ). This will
still suffice for our eventual purposes, since the open substack in ques-
tion will contain the image of the map Morb

g=0(Xr), at least when r is
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sufficiently large and divisible. These issues explain the restrictions in
Theorem 1.2.1.

Let Morb
g=0(A )′ be the open substack of Morb

g=0(A ) parameterizing
triples (C,L, s) such that

cond:1 (1) degL =
∑

x agex(L), the sum taken over the smooth points of
C, and

cond:2 (2) for each proper subcurve D ⊂ C, we have −1
2
< deg(L|

D
) < 1

2
.

Let Mrel
g=0(A ,D)′′ be the pre-image of Morb

g=0(A )′ under the projection

Mrel(A ,D)→Morb(A ).2

Remark 4.2.1. Note that if (C,L, s) is a point of Morb
g=0(A )′ where C

is an ordinary curve (i.e., has no orbifold points) then Conditions 1
and 2 together with g = 0 imply that L is trivial, rendering the locus
of non-orbifold curves in Morb

g=0(A )′ entirely uninteresting.

The universal analogue of Theorem 2.2.2 is the following:

thm:orb-birational Theorem 4.2.2. The map Ψ : Mrel
g=0(A ,D)′′ → Morb

g=0(A )′ is bira-
tional.

As before, we will show that the totally non-degenerate objects are
dense on source and target, where an object (C,L, s) of Morb(A ) is
called totally non-degenerate if C is smooth and s does not vanish
identically. It is immediate that Ψ restricts to an isomorphism on the
totally nondegenerate objects, and we have already seen in Lemma 4.1.2
that totally non-degenerate objects are dense in Mrel

g=0(A ,D)′′, so the
theorem reduces to the following lemma:

lem:non-degen-dense-in-M-orb Lemma 4.2.3. The totally non-degenerate objects in Morb
g=0(A )′ are

dense.

4.2.1. Proof of Lemma 4.2.3. Our strategy is to filter Morb
g=0(A )′ by

open subsets and show that each is dense in the next. Consider

U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Morb
g=0(A )′

where Un is the locus of triples (C,L, s) where C has at most n nodes.
Thus U0 is the locus of (C,L, s) with C smooth. We have

⋃
Un =

Morb
g=0(A )′, so the proof of Lemma 4.2.3 reduces to the verification of

the following two lemmas:

lem:non-degen-dense-in-smooth Lemma 4.2.4. The totally nondegenerate triples (C,L, s) are dense in
U0.

2The stack Mrel
g=0(A , D)′′ is very close to, but not exactly the same as, the stack

Mrel
g=0(A , D)′ appearing in diagram 2.3.1. A small adjustment will be required in

Section 7.
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lem:Un-dense-in-next Lemma 4.2.5. For each n, the open substack Un is dense in Un+1.

Proof of Lemma 4.2.4. We must show that if s vanishes identically
then it can be deformed not to vanish identically. But Conditions 1
and 2 combine here to imply that 0 ≤ degL < 1/2. Therefore, if
π : C → C denotes the projection to the coarse moduli space, π∗L is
trivial. We may therefore view s as a section of the trivial line bundle
on C, which can clearly be deformed to a nowhere vanishing section.
The corresponding section of L will be generically nonzero. �

The following lemmas will be useful in our proof of Lemma 4.2.5.

lem:vanishing-at-node Lemma 4.2.6. Suppose (C,L, s) is a point of Morb
g=0(A )′ and x is a

node of C such that s(x) = 0.

(1) If L|
x

is trivial then s vanishes identically on both branches of
C containing x.

(2) If L|
x

is non-trivial then s vanishes identically on at least one
branch of C containing x.

Proof. For the first assertion, we note that if L|
x

is trivial then C =

C near x by the representability of the map C → A ; if s does not
vanish identically on an irreducible component D of C containing x
then degL|

D
≥ 1, contradicting Condition 2.

For the second assertion, assume that D and E are the components
of C meeting at x. Then agex L|D + agex L|E = 1. Therefore one of

these—say agex L|D—must be ≥ 1/2. But once again, if s does not
vanish identically on D, then

degL|
D
≥ agex L|D ≥ 1/2,

again contradicting Condition 2. �

For a possibly orbifold point x on a curve E we write rx for its index,
so that deg x = 1/rx. If L is a line bundle on E, then 0 ≤ rx agex L < rx
is an integer.

lem:structure-of-Ls Lemma 4.2.7. Suppose that (C,L, s) is a point of Morb
g=0(A )′, that E

is an irreducible component of C.

lem:structure-of-Ls:1 (i) If s does not vanish identically on E then

L|
E
' OE

(∑
x∈E

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x
)
.

lem:structure-of-Ls:2 (ii) If s vanishes identically on E but does not vanish identically on
any other irreducible component of C meeting E then

L|
E
' OE

(∑
x∈E

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x
)
⊗OE(−

∣∣E ∩ Csing
∣∣).
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Proof. We certainly have

L|
E
' OE

(∑
x∈E

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x
)
⊗OE(d)

for some integer d.
Consider first the case where s does not vanish identically on E.

Let π : E → E denote the coarse moduli space map. Then π∗L '
OE(d). If s does not vanish identically on E then π∗s is a non-zero
section of OE(d), whence d ≥ 0. On the other hand, degL|

E
< 1/2 by

Condition 2. It follows that d = 0.
Now assume that s|

E
= 0. Let D = C r E so E ∩ D = E ∩ Csing.

We have ∑
x∈E∩Csm

agex(L|E) <
∑
x∈Csm

agex(L) = degL < 1/2.

On the other hand,∑
x∈E∩Csing

agex(L|E) =
∑

x∈E∩Csing

(
1− agex(L|D)

)
=
∣∣E ∩ Csing

∣∣− ∑
x∈E∩Csing

agex(L|D)

But, by assumption, s does not vanish identically on any component
of D meeting E, so that∑

x∈E∩Csing

agex(L|D) ≤ degL|
D
< 1/2,

again by Condition 2. Thus∣∣E ∩ Csing
∣∣− 1/2 <

∑
x∈E∩Csing

agex(L|E) ≤
∣∣E ∩ Csing

∣∣
0 ≤

∑
x∈E∩Csm

agex(L|E) < 1/2.

Combining these we discover d = −
∣∣D ∩ E∣∣. �

Proof of Lemma 4.2.5.

step:1 Step 1. If C contains a node at which s vanishes on both branches,
we choose any 1-parameter smoothing C ′ of that node that does not
smooth any other node. Since deformations of line bundles on curves
are unobstructed, we may extend L to be a line bundle L′ on C ′. We
extend s to be a section that vanishes on the component of C ′ that
specializes to contain the given node.
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step:3 Step 2. After Step 1, we may assume that if s vanishes on an ir-
reducible component E of C then s does not vanish on any irreducible
component of C intersecting E. Taking E to be an irreducible compo-
nent of C on which s vanishes, we shall smooth all of the nodes of C
lying on E simultaneously.

We construct a 1-parameter smoothing C ′ of C such that L and s
extend to a line bundle L′ on C ′ and a section s′ of L′. It will be
necessary to construct C ′ with the appropriate local structure near the
nodes of C. Fortunately, deformations of nodal curves are unobstructed
so every choice of local deformation lifts to a global deformation. We
may therefore select the local structure of C ′ as we please.

Let S ′ = Spec C[[t1/A]], where A is a positive integer to be determined
later. Suppose that ξ is a node of C with µn-orbifold structure. Let
D ⊂ C be the irreducible component meeting ξ where s does not vanish
identically. We may select local coordinates x1/n on D and y1/n on E
at the point ξ with x1/ny1/n = 0. We can represent (L, s) locally by
(OC , xa) where a = ageP (L|

D
). Recall that a ∈ [0, 1) ∩ Q and na is

an integer. We give C ′ the local structure x1/ny1/n = t1/na near ξ.
Having done this near every node ξ of C that lies on E, we take A to
be a positive integer such that A is divisible by all of the integers na
described above.

Now we define a Cartier divisor giving L′ and s′ on the deformation
C ′. We begin by noting that for every irreducible component E of C
where s vanishes we may construct a Cartier divisor on C ′ as follows:
near the node ξ described in the last paragraph, take the Cartier divisor
defined by xa and note that this agrees with the Cartier divisor defined
by t in a neighborhood of any smooth point of E and is empty near
any point of C ′rE. We denote this divisor by E ′. Let F be the union
of E and all irreducible components of C meeting E. Define L′ to be
the line bundle that agrees with

OC′
(
E ′ +

∑
x∈F sm

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x
)

on F and with L on C r F (the components of C not affected by the
smoothing). Let s′ be the section associated to the function 1 on F
and take s′ to agree with s where L′ agrees with L.

To complete Step 2, we need to show that (L′|
C
, s′|

C
) ' (L, s).

Since the genus of C is zero, it is sufficient to verify that (L′|
C0
, s′|

C0
) '

(L|
C0
, s|

C0
) for every irreducible component C0 of C.

When C0 is not contained in F , this is true by definition. When C0 is
one of the irreducible components of C meeting E in a node x note that
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OC0(E
′) = OC0(rx agex(L|C0

)x). Combining this with Lemma 4.2.7 (i)

gives L′|
C0
' L|

C0
.

Finally, when C0 = E, let D = C r E. We can represent OE(E ′) by
the divisor∑

x∈E∩Csm

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x −

∑
x∈E∩Csing

rx agex
(
L|

D

)
x

=
∑

x∈E∩Csm

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x +

∑
x∈E∩Csing

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x −

∑
x∈E∩Csing

rx x

=
∑
x∈E

rx agex
(
L|

E

)
x −

∣∣E ∩ Csing
∣∣

which agrees with L|
E

by Lemma 4.2.7.
step:2 Step 3. We may now assume that there is no irreducible component

of C on which s vanishes identically. Then by Lemma 4.2.6, s cannot
vanish at any node of C. Therefore we must have

(L, s) '
(
OC
( ∑
x∈Csm

rx agex(L) x
)
, 1
)
.

Choose a 1-parameter smoothing C ′ of C. Then

(L′, s′) =
(
OC′

( ∑
x∈C′sm

rx agex(L) x
)
, 1
)

extends (L, s) to C ′.

�

5. Virtual fundamental classes
sec:obs

The purpose of this section is to introduce relative obstruction the-
ories for the maps

M rel(X,D)→Mrel(A ,D)

Morb(Xr)→Morb(Ar)

and show that these obstruction theories can be used to define the vir-
tual fundamental classes of M rel(X,D) and Morb(Xr). The reader who
is willing to accept that the virtual fundamental classes constructed
here agree with the usual ones—or to take the construction given here
as the definition—may prefer to read only the constructions of the ob-
struction theories and proceed to the next section.
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sec:obs-thy
5.1. Obstruction theories. We will use the formalism for obstruction
theories introduced in [Wis11]. The obstruction theories of loc. cit. are
essentially equivalent to those defined by Behrend and Fantechi [BF97],
but the definition of [Wis11] avoids the cotangent complex and there-
fore makes certain verifications easier. We briefly recall the definition.

Let p : X → Y be a morphism of Deligne–Mumford type. By a
square-zero lifting problem for p we will mean a diagram (5.1.1) in
which S ′ is a square-zero extension of S with ideal sheaf J :

eqn:8eqn:8 (5.1.1)

S //

��

X

p

��
S ′

>>}
}

}
}

// Y

Solutions to the lifting problem are dashed arrows rendering the whole
diagram commutative.

An obstruction theory E for p associates to any X-scheme S and
any quasi-coherent sheaf J on S an obstruction groupoid E(S, J) and
to any square-zero lifting problem (5.1.1) an obstruction ω ∈ E(S, J).
The obstructions and obstruction groups are required to satisfy various
compatibility conditions that we summarize briefly:

(i) (functoriality) E(S, J) is contravariant in S, covariant in J , and
covariant with respect to affine morphisms in S;

(ii) (descent) E(S, J) is a stack in the étale topology on S;
(iii) (naturality of obstructions) the obstruction ω is natural in S

with respect to étale pullback, natural in S with respect to
affine pushout, and natural in J with respect to pushout of
extensions, see [Wis11, Definition 3.2];

(iv) (additivity) the morphism E(S, J × J ′)→ E(S, J)× E(S, J ′) is
an equivalece for any quasi-coherent sheaves J and J ′ on S;

item:obs-leftexact (v) (left exactness) if

0→ J ′ → J → J ′′ → 0

is an exact sequence of quasi-coherent sheaves on S then the
sequence

Eq:obs-leftexactEq:obs-leftexact (5.1.2) 0→ E(S, J ′)→ E(S, J)→ E(S, J ′′)

is also exact.

Remark 5.1.3. Condition (v) above is best motivated via homogeneity
of deformations over trivial square-0 extensions. Since J ′ = J ×J ′′ 0,
we have OS[J ′] = OS[J ] ×OS [J ′′] OS. Schlessinger’s axioms in their
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strong form require that E(S, J ′) = E(S, J)×E(S,J ′′)S, which is precisely
Equation 5.1.2.

In fact an obstruction theory for X over Y may be viewed as the
necessary collection of data to extend the definition of X to a mod-
uli problem over Y defined on a small class of derived schemes. The
conditions above combine to require this extension be homogeneous.

The standard way of producing an obstruction theory for X over Y is

to identify some refinement S̃ of the topology of S over which the lifting
problem (5.1.1) becomes locally trivial but still satisfies descent. By

abstract nonsense, lifts of problem (5.1.1) over S̃ form a gerbe banded
by a sheaf of abelian groups T that only depends on J . Then one may

take E(S, J) = H2(S̃, T ) and the class of the aforementioned gerbe in

H2(S̃, T ) is the obstruction.

5.1.1. Virtual fundamental classes. Associated to an obstruction the-
ory is an OX-module stack EX/Y whose value on an X-scheme S is

EX/Y (S) = E(S,OS).

By [BF97] or [Wis11] there is a canonical embedding of the relative
intrinsic normal cone stack CX/Y in EX/Y , for any obstruction theory E.
Should EX/Y be a vector bundle stack and Y be pure dimensional, one
may apply [Kre99, Proposition 4.3.2] and obtain a virtual fundamental
class [X/Y ]vir by intersecting CX/Y with the zero locus in EX/Y .

Manolache observed that this construction applies to any cycle in
A∗(Y ) and therefore defines a Gysin pullback homomorphism on Chow
groups [Man08]:

p! : A∗(Y )→ A∗(X)

One recovers [X/Y ]vir as p![Y ].
sec:Manolache

5.1.2. Compatibility of obstruction theories. Suppose that X
f−→ Y

g−→
Z is a sequence of morphisms of Deligne–Mumford type and that E
and F are relative obstruction theories for X over Z and for Y over
Z, respectively. Assume that, for every X-scheme S and every quasi-
coherent sheaf J on S we have a morphism

(5.1.4) Φ : E(S, J)→ F(S, J)

that is compatible with the functoriality properties of E and F and the
naturality properties of the obstructions. Let G(S, J) be the kernel of
Φ. Then G(S, J) is a relative obstruction theory for X over Y .

If, moreover, the maps Φ are surjective (as morphisms of stacks) then
we say the sequence (5.1.5) is exact.

eqn:9eqn:9 (5.1.5) 0→ G→ E→ F→ 0
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When E, F, and G form an exact sequence of perfect relative obstruc-
tion theories, Manolache showed that their associated virtual funda-
mental classes are compatible: One has f !g! = (gf)! and therefore

f ![Y/Z]vir = f !g![Z] = (gf)![Z] = [X/Z]vir.

In particular, if one can arrange for [Y/Z]vir to coincide with [Y ] (i.e., if
Y is a local complete intersection relative to Z; see Appendix A) then
one has

[X/Y ]vir = f ![Y ] = f ![Y/Z]vir = [X/Z]vir.
sec:obs-orb

5.2. Orbifold maps. Recal that, by convention the virtual fundamen-
tal class of Morb(X) is defined to be the class associated to the perfect
relative obstruction theory for Morb(X) relative to Morb [AGV08, Sec-
tion 4.5]. We recall the construction of this obstruction theory below
and show it yields the same virtual fundamental class as other obstruc-
tion theories that are more convenient for our use.

Let X → Y be a smooth Deligne–Mumford-type morphism of al-
gebraic stacks. There is an induced projection Morb(X) → Morb(Y )
by composition with the map X → Y . We may construct a relative
obstruction theory for this projection by considering an infinitesimal
lifting problem

eqn:31eqn:31 (5.2.1)

S //

��

Morb(X)

��

S ′ //

;;w
w

w
w

w
Morb(Y )

in which S ′ is a square-zero extension of S with ideal J . This corre-
sponds to an extension problem for maps:

X

��
C //

f
11

π

��

C ′

>>}
}

}
}

��

// Y

S // S ′

This simplifies to the following lifting problem:

C
f //

��

X

��
C ′ //

>>}
}

}
}

Y
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whose lifts form a torsor on C under the sheaf of abelian groups
f ∗TX/Y ⊗ π∗J . Defining E(S, J) to be the category of torsors under
f ∗TX/Y ⊗ π∗J we therefore obtain a section of E(S, J) obstructing the
existence of a dashed arrow completing diagram 5.2.1. Thus E forms a
relative obstruction theory for the map Morb(X)→Morb(Y ).

If we have a sequence of morphisms X → Y
g−→ Z of Deligne–

Mumford type, we obtain a sequence of maps

Morb(X)→Morb(Y )
h−→Morb(Z).

The exactness of the sequence

0→ TX/Y → TX/Z → g∗TY/Z → 0

gives rise to a sequence of compatible obstruction theories

0→ EMorb(X)/Morb(Y ) → EMorb(X)/Morb(Z) → h∗EMorb(Y )/Morb(Z) → 0.

Exactness on the left is formal and exactness on the right follows from
the vanishing of H2(C, f ∗g∗TY/Z) at a point f : C → X of Morb(X)
(because f ∗g∗TY/Z is quasi-coherent and C is a curve).

When X is a proper Deligne–Mumford stack, the virtual fundamen-
tal class for Morb(X) is constructed using the obstruction theory de-
fined as above for the morphism from X to a point.

We will apply this in the case where X is equipped with a smooth
divisor D ⊂ X giving rise to a morphism X → A . We therefore have
a sequence of morphisms of Deligne–Mumford type

X → A → BGm → (point)

giving rise to

Morb(X)→Morb(A )→Morb(BGm)→Morb.

Since Morb(BGm) is smooth and unobstructed, the compatiblity of the
obstruction theories in the sequence

Morb(X)→Morb(BGm)→Morb

shows that the virtual fundamental class of Morb(X) can be defined
relative to Morb(BGm). On the other hand, the morphisms in the
sequence

Morb(X)→Morb(A )→Morb(BGm)

are of Deligne–Mumford type and have compatible obstruction theo-
ries. Therefore the virtual fundamental class of Morb(X) is the virtual
pullback, via the relative obstruction theory of Morb(X)/Morb(A ) of
the relative virtual fundamental class of Morb(A )/Morb(BGm).
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Now we restrict attention to genus 0 maps and place ourselves in the
case where X is replaced by Xr = r

√
X,D, for some smooth scheme X.

We select r accoring to the following criteria:

lem:twisting-choice Lemma 5.2.2. Let β be an effective class in H2(X,Z) and let d = D.β.
Set κ = max0≤γ≤β

∣∣D.γ∣∣, the maximum taken over all classes γ such
that both γ and β−γ are effective. Let r be an integer larger than 2κ and
all of the contact orders ki. Then the map Morb

g=0(Xr, β) → Morb
g=0(Ar)

factors through in Morb
g=0(Ar)

′ (Section 4.2).

Proof. Consider a map f : C → Xr with f∗[C] = β. If C0 ⊂ C is a
proper subcurve and γ = f∗[C0] then, we have∣∣Dr.γ

∣∣ =
∣∣∣1
r
D.γ

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣κ
r

∣∣∣ < 1

2
.

This gives Condition 2 of Section 4.2. To get the Condition 1 of Sec-
tion 4.2, recall that D.β =

∑
ki by assumption (see Section 1.2). Thus

Dr.β =
∑

ki

r
. But 0 ≤ ki

r
< 1 so ki

r
is precisely the age of f ∗OXr(Dr)

at the i-th marked point. �

According to the lemma, our choice of r guarantees that the map
Morb

g=0(Xr, β)→Morb(A ) factors through Morb
g=0(A )′. By Lemma 4.2.3,

the stack Morb
g=0(A )′ contains a dense open substack that is unob-

structed relative to Morb(BGm). It follows by Lemma A.0.1 that
Morb

g=0(A )′ → Morb(BGm) is a local complete intersection morphism

and that the virtual fundamental class of Morb
g=0(A )′ defined using this

relative obstruction theory coincides with the fundamental class. By
Manolache’s theorem [Man08, Theorem 4.8] it now follows that the
virtual fundamental class of Morb

g=0(Xr, β) may be defined relative to

Morb
g=0(A )′:

Proposition 5.2.3. Assume that r satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.2.2.
Then the virtual fundamental class of Morb

g=0(Xr, β) relative to M coin-

cides with the virtual fundamental class relative to Morb
g=0(A )′.

sec:obs-rel
5.3. Relative maps. We consider the sequence of maps

Mrel(X,D)→Mrel(A ,D)→M→ (point)

and define compatible relative obstruction theories for some of the maps
in the sequence. We conclude that all define the same virtual funda-
mental class on M rel(X,D).
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5.3.1. J. Li’s obstruction theory. We first describe Li’s absolute ob-
struction theory for Mrel(X,D).

Let C → S be a family of nodal curves. Define ét(C/S) to be the
category of commutative diagrams

U //

��

C

��
V // S

where the horizontal arrows are étale. Such an object is abbreviated
UV . We give this category the topology where a family of maps U ′V ′ →
UV is covering if the families of maps U ′ → U and V ′ → V are
covering in the étale topology. See [CMW12, Section 4.2] or [AMW14,
Section 3.2.3] for more about this topology.

Let (X,D) be a smooth pair and X̃ an expansion of (X,D) param-
eterized by S. Let

C //

��

Xexp

��
S // T

be an S-point of Mrel(X,D). If S ⊂ S ′ is a square-zero extension with
ideal J one may ask for extensions:

eqn:32eqn:32 (5.3.1)

C
((

//___

π

��

C ′

���
�
�

//___ Xexp

��
S //

77S ′ //____ T

Such extensions form a stack on the site ét(C/S). In fact, if we con-
sider the special case where S ′ = S[J ] and C ′ = C[π∗J ] are the trivial
square-zero extensions, then an extension is guaranteed to exist and
the collection of all extensions forms a stack of commutative 2-groups
on ét(C/S). We denote this sheaf T (C/S, J). In [Li02, Lemma 1.12],
Li shows that when the extensions S ′ and C ′ are non-trivial, the so-
lutions to the extension problem (5.3.1) exist locally in ét(C/S). It
then follows formally that solutions form a torsor on ét(C/S) under
T (C/S, J).3

Writing E(S, J) for the category of T (C/S, J)-torsors on ét(C/S), it
follows that there is a section ω ∈ E(S, J) obstructing the existence of a
solution to (5.3.1). That is, E is an obstruction theory for Mrel(X,D).

3Loc. cit. gives a different calculation of the structure group of this torsor that
appears to be correct only over objects UV of ét(C/S) where U covers V . This
issue is clarified in [CMW12, Sections 4.3 and A.1].
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We note that in the absense of a stability assumption, E(S, J) will
be a 2-category. However, at an S-point of M rel(X,D) the category
E(S, J) of obstructions will be a 1-category. Indeed, the 2-automorphisms
in E(S, J) are infinitesimal automorphisms of the moduli problem.

5.3.2. J. Li’s relative obstruction theory. Li’s description of the ob-
struction from the last section is more explicit and goes by way of
a relative obstruction theory for Mrel(X,D) over M. To study this
obstruction we consider the lifting problem

S //

��

Mrel(X,D)

��
S ′ //

99t
t

t
t

t
M

where M is the stack of pre-stable curves and S ′ is a square-zero ex-
tension of S with ideal J . This problem translates into the following
one:

C //

π

��

((
C ′ //___

��

Xexp

��
S //

77S ′ //___ T .

Li shows in [Li02, Lemma 1.12] that this problem also admits so-
lutions locally in ét(C/S). It follows that the solutions form a tor-
sor under the stack of commutative 2-groups T ′(C/S, J) defined to
be the collection of solutions to the above problem with S ′ = S[J ]
and C ′ = C[π∗J ]. The collection of all such torsors, denoted E′(S, J),
therefore forms an obstruction theory for Mrel(X,D) over M.

We will write T ′′(C/S, J) for the stack of commutative 2-groups on
ét(C/S) whose sections over UV are extensions

U //____

��

U ′

���
�
�

V // V [J|
V

]

We note that T ′′(C/S, J)(UV ) depends only on U so T ′′(C/S, J) is
pushed forward via the closed embedding ét(C)→ ét(C/S). As push-
forward via a closed embedding is exact, the cohomology of T ′′(C/S, J)
agrees with the cohomology of the corresponding sheaf on ét(C), which
one can calculate to be Hom(LC/S[−1], π∗J) on ét(C).

Now we have an exact sequence

0→ T ′(C/S, J)→ T (C/S, J)→ T ′′(C/S, J)→ 0.
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As
H1(ét(C/S), T ′′(C/S, J)) = Ext2(LC/S, π

∗J) = 0,

we get an exact sequence

0→ T ′′(S, J)→ E′(S, J)→ E(S, J)→ 0

and therefore by [Wis11, Proposition 6.5], the obstruction theories E′

and E define the same virtual fundamental class on M rel(X,D).
sec:univ-obs

5.3.3. The obstruction theory relative to the universal moduli space. In
[AMW14], it was shown that a similar construction to the above gives
a relative obstruction theory for the map Mrel(X,D) → Mrel(A ,D).
Moreover this obstruction theory agrees with the following one: Con-
sider the lifting problem

eqn:36eqn:36 (5.3.2)

S //

��

Mrel(X,D)

��

S ′ //

::tttttt
Mrel(A ,D)

corresponding to the extension problem

Xexp

��
C //

π

��

11

C ′

<<x
x

x
x

//

��

A exp

��
S // S ′ // T ,

which reduces immediately to

eqn:33eqn:33 (5.3.3)

C //

��

Xexp

��
C ′ //

;;x
x

x
x

x
A exp.

Noting we have a cartesian diagram

Xexp //

��

X

��
A exp // A

it follows that lifts of (5.3.3) form a torsor under f ∗TX/A ⊗ π∗J =

f ∗T log
X ⊗ π∗J . Here f denotes the composition C → Xexp → X. It fol-

lows that we have a perfect relative obstruction theory E′′ with E′′(S, J)

being the category of torsors on C under f ∗T log
X ⊗ π∗J .
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We now argue that this obstruction theory yields the same virtual
fundamental class as the relative obstruction theory E′ for Mrel(X,D)

over M. Let TMrel(X,D)/Mrel(A ,D) be the pushforward of the sheaf f ∗T log
X ⊗ π∗J

along the closed embedding ét(C) to ét(C/S). The torsors under

TMrel(X,D)/Mrel(A ,D) are the same as the torsors under f ∗T log
X ⊗ π∗J .

There is an exact sequence

0→ TMrel(X,D)/Mrel(A ,D) → TMrel(X,D)/M → TMrel(A ,D)/M → 0

on ét(C/S) yielding an exact sequence of obstruction theories

0→ EMrel(X,D)/Mrel(A ,D) → EMrel(X,D)/M → EMrel(A /D)/M → 0.

Exactness on the right comes from the vanishing ofH2(C, f ∗T log
X ⊗ π∗J)

as f ∗T log
X ⊗ π∗J is quasicoherent and C is a curve.

Lemma 5.3.4. The map Mrel(A ,D) → M is representable by alge-
braic spaces.

Proof. Consider4 a geometric point of Mrel(A ,D)4→

f : C → Ã

where Ã is an expansion of A . We wish to show there are no infinites-
imal automorphisms of this object fixing C. An automorphism fixing
C of such an object is a commutative diagram

C
f //

f ��>>>>>>>> Ã

��

Ã

Recall that Ã is a chain of copies of P = [P1/Gm], joined at nodes.

There is an open neighborhood of each node E ⊂ Ã where two copies
of A —call them A + and A − and write E + ' BGm and E − ' BGm

for their distinguished divisors—are joined. Moreover, these copies
are joined by isomorphisms E − ' E + so that NE−/A − ⊗NE +/A + ' L
where L is a specified line bundle pulled back from the base. The

automorphism group of Ã is a canonically split torus of rank equal
to the number of nodes, with the factor corresponding to E acting by
scaling L.

If we fix a node E ⊂ Ã there is some node x ∈ C that is carried by
f to E . Letting C− and C+ be the two components of C joined at x,

4(Jonathan) Should I rewrite this?
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we get

f ∗NE−/A − = N⊗ rx−/C−

f ∗NE +/A + = N⊗ rx+/C+

where r is the order of contact of f to E at x. Note that there is a
canonical identification Nx−/C− ⊗Nx+/C+ with the deformation space
of the node x, which is a line bundle on the base. By predeformability,
the identification

f ∗NE−/A − ⊗ f ∗NE +/A + ' O
is the r-th power of the identification of Nx−/C− ⊗Nx+/C+ with the
deformation space of the node. In particular, the scaling of L is forced
by f to be the identity. Thus there are no nontrivial automorphisms

of Ã commuting with f . That is, Mrel(A ,E ) → M is representable
by algebraic spaces. �

By Lemma 4.1.2, there is a dense open subset of Mrel(A ,D) that
is unobstructed relative to M. Thus Mrel(A ,D) is a local complete
intersection (Lemma A.0.1) with its canonical obstruction theory and
the relative virtual fundamental class over M is simply the fundamental
class. It follows that[

Mrel(X,D)
/
Mrel(A ,D)

]vir
=
[
Mrel(X,D)

/
M
]vir

as required.

6. Proof of Theorem 2.2.1
sec:proof1

The map

Ψ = Ψ(X,D) : M rel(Xr, Dr)→M rel(X,D)

fits into a cartesian diagram

eqn:29eqn:29 (6.0.5)

M rel(Xr, Dr)
Ψ(X,D)

//

��

M rel(X,D)

��
Mrel(Ar,Dr)

Ψ(A ,D)
//// Mrel(A ,D)

in which (A ,D) is the universal smooth pair : A = [A1/Gm] and
D = [0/Gm] ⊂ A . In fact, (Ar,Dr) ' (A ,D) but we use the subscript
to emphasize that the map (Ar,Dr)→ (A ,D) inducing Ψ(A ,D) is not
the identity.

Section 5 showed that the virtual fundamental classes of M rel(X,D)
and M rel(Xr, Dr) are defined, respectively, relative to Mrel(A ,D) and
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Mrel(Ar,Dr). That is, there are perfect relative obstruction theo-
ries E for M rel(X,D) over Mrel(A ,D) and F for M rel(Xr, Dr) over
Mrel(Ar,Dr) such that the virtual fundamental classes of M rel(X,D)
and M rel(Xr, Dr) are pulled back via these obstruction theories from
the fundamental classes of Mrel(A ,D) and Mrel(Ar,Dr).

In order to apply Costello’s theorem [Cos06, Theorem 5.0.1], we must
show that F is pulled back via Ψ(X,D) from E. We recall the definitions
of E and F: given an extension problem

S //

��

M rel(X,D)

��

S ′ //

::tttttt
Mrel(A ,D)

corresponding to an extension problem

X̃

��

C //

π

��

f
11

C ′ //

??�
�

�
�

��

Ã

~~~~~~~~~~

S // S ′

the solutions to this problem form a torsor under f ∗T eX/ eA ⊗ π∗J =

g∗TX(− logD)⊗ π∗J where g denotes the composition C → X̃ → X.
The obstruction theory E(S, J) is the category of (f ∗T eX/ eA ⊗ π∗J)-

torsors on C and the obstruction is the class of this torsor.
The obstruction theory for M rel(Xr,Dr) over Mrel(Ar,Dr) is defined

the same way. But now we note that there is a cartesian diagram

X̃r
//

��

X̃

��

Ãr
// Ã

so that the torsor of lifts of a diagram

C //

��

X̃r

��

C ′ //

??�
�

�
�

Ãr
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is precisely the same as the torsor of lifts of the induced diagram

C //

��

X̃

��

C ′ //

>>~
~

~
~

Ã .

This is precisely what it means for F to be pulled back from E.
The only remaining requirement of Costello’s theorem is to show that

Mrel(Ar,Dr)→Mrel(A ,D) has pure degree 1. This is Theorem 4.1.1.

7. Proof of Theorem 2.2.2
sec:proof2

7.1. The cartesian diagram. This proof follows the same lines as
the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. The key difference is that the diagram one
would naively expect to replace (6.0.5) does not commute! All is not
lost, however: a small modification restores the commutativity.

Define M(Ar,Dr)
∗ to be the moduli space whose S-points are com-

mutative diagrams of S-stacks

eqn:34eqn:34 (7.1.1)

C //

��

Ãr

��

C // Ar × S

where

(1) C and C are orbifold curves over S,

(2) the maps C → Ãr and C → Ar are twisted pre-stable maps
over S,

(3) the map C → C is representable and its stabilization is an
isomorphism,

(4) Ãr is an expansion of Ar over S,
(5) the automorphism group of these data fixing C → Ar is finite.

Then we have a diagram

eqn:30eqn:30 (7.1.2)

M rel(Xr, Dr) //

��

Morb(Xr)

��
Mrel(Ar,Dr)

∗ // Morb(Ar).

The upper horizontal map composes a stable relative map C → X̃r with

the projection X̃r → Xr and stabilizes the result. The vertical arrow
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on the left sends C → X̃r to the outer rectangle in the commutative
diagram

C //

��

X̃r
//

��

Xr

��

C // Ãr
// Ar

where C is the stabilization of the composition C → X̃r → Xr. The
lower horizontal arrow in diagram (7.1.2) sends a diagram (7.1.1) to its
bottom half. Finally the right vertical arrow in (7.1.2) sends C → Xr

to the composition with Xr → Ar.

Proposition 7.1.3. Diagram (7.1.2) is commutative and cartesian.

Proof. It is clear that the diagram is commutative. It is also immediate
from the cartesian diagram

Xexp
r

//

��

Xr

��
A exp
r

// Ar

that the diagram

Mrel(Xr, Dr)
∗ //

��

Morb(Xr)

��
Mrel(Ar,Dr)

∗ // Morb(Ar)

is cartesian. It remains only to show that the map M rel(Xr, Dr) →
Mrel(Xr, Dr)

∗ identifies M rel(Xr, Dr) with the pre-image of the open
substack Morb(Xr) ⊂ Morb(Xr). In other words, we are left to show
that the diagram below is cartesian:

M rel(Xr, Dr) //

��

Morb(Xr)

��
Mrel(Xr, Dr)

∗ // Morb(Xr)

Suppose that ξ denotes an S-point

eqn:35eqn:35 (7.1.4)

C //

��

X̃r

��

C // Xr × S
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of Mrel(Xr, Dr)
∗ that lies in the pre-image of Morb(Xr). Then C →

Xr can be recovered uniquely and functorially from C → X̃r as the

stabilization of the composition C → X̃r → Xr. Note in particular that
this permits us to identify the automorphism group AutMrel(Xr,Dr)∗(ξ)

with the automorphism group of the pre-stable relative map C → X̃r.

Now we verify that C → X̃r has finite automorphism group. Let η
denote the image of ξ in Morb(Xr) and consider the exact sequence

1→ Aut
Mrel(Xr,Dr)∗/Morb(Xr)

(ξ)→ AutMrel(Xr,Dr)∗(ξ)→ AutMorb(Xr)(η).

The group AutMorb(Xr)(η) is finite by hypothesis because η lies inMorb(Xr);

likewise Aut
Mrel(Xr,Dr)∗/Morb(Xr)

(ξ) is finite by the definition of M̃rel(Xr, Dr)
∗.

It follows that the middle group AutMrel(Xr,Dr)∗(ξ) is finite. On the
other hand, we have just seen that this group agrees with the automor-

phism group of C → X̃r as a pre-stable relative map.
We conclude that Diagram 7.1.4 can be uniquely recovered as the

image of the stable relative map C → X̃r and the proof is complete. �

7.2. Compatibility of obstruction theories. We require a perfect
relative obstruction theory for the map M rel(Xr, Dr)→Mrel(Ar,Dr)

∗.
Fortunately the following lemma allows us to make use of results from
Section 5.

lem:etale-and-birational Lemma 7.2.1. The map Mrel(Ar,Dr)
∗ → Mrel(Ar,Dr) is étale and

birational.

Proof. A proof that it is étale can be adapted easily from [AMW14,
Lemma B (ii) for Υ] and is omitted here.

For birationality, we use an argument similar to [AMW14, Lemma B (iv)
for Υ]: The map restricts to an isomorphism over the totally nonde-
generate objects, which are dense in the target. Because the map is
étale, they are also dense in the source. �

Corollary 7.2.2. A relative obstruction theory for M rel(Xr, Dr) over
Mrel(Ar,Dr) is also a relative obstruction theory over Mrel(Ar,Dr)

∗

and yields the same virtual fundamental class.

We apply this to the relative obstruction theory for M rel(Xr, Dr) over
Mrel(Ar,Dr) constructed in Section 5.3.3. In order to apply Costello’s
theorem, we must verify that this obstruction theory is pulled back
from the obstruction theory for Morb(Xr) over Morb(Ar) constructed
in Section 5.2.
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Consider a lifting problem where S ′ is a square-zero extension of S
with ideal J :

S //

��

M rel(Xr, Dr)

��

S ′ //

99ssssss
Mrel(Ar,Dr)

The obstruction group for M rel(Xr, Dr) over Mrel(Ar,Dr) is the cate-
gory of torsors on C under the group of lifts of the left square in the
diagram below:

eqn:37eqn:37 (7.2.3)

C //

��

Xexp
r

��

//

��

Xr

��
C[π∗J ] //

::u
u

u
u

u

55kkkkkkkkk
A exp
r

// Ar

On the other hand, the obstruction group for the relative obstruc-
tion theory pulled back from the map Morb(Xr) → Morb(Ar) the the
category of torsors on C under the group of lifts of the outer rectangle
in (7.2.3). Since the square on the right in (7.2.3) is cartesian, it follows
that the two obstruction groups are the same.

sec:conclusion
7.3. Conclusion. Fix combinatorial data Γ for a stable map to X
relative to a divisor D. These data include the genus of the curve, the
homology class of its image in X, the number of marked points, and
the orders of contact of those marked points to the divisor.

As long as Γ is a specification of combinatorial data that agrees with
the requirements of the lemma, we have a cartesian diagram

M rel
Γ (Xr, Dr) //

��

Morb
Γ (Xr)

��
Mrel

g=0(Ar,Dr)
′ // Morb

g=0(Ar)
′,

where Mrel
g=0(Ar,Dr)

′ denotes the pre-image of Morb
g=0(Ar)

′ via the map

Mrel
g=0(Ar,Dr)

∗ →Morb
g=0(Ar). We note that the lower horizontal map is

of Deligne–Mumford type by the definition of Mrel(Ar,Dr)
∗. Further-

more, Lemmas 7.2.1, 4.1.2, and 4.2.3 show that each of Mrel
g=0(Ar,Dr)

′,

Mrel
g=0(Ar,Dr)

∗, and Morb
g=0(Ar)

′ contains the locus of totally non-degenerate
objects as a dense open substack, so the lower horizontal arrow is bira-
tional as well. We may therefore apply Costello’s theorem and deduce
that

Φ∗
[
M rel

Γ (Xr, Dr)/Mrel(Ar,Dr)
′]vir

=
[
Morb

Γ (Xr)/Morb(Ar)
′]vir

.
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On the other hand, by the discussion in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we have[
Morb

Γ (Xr)/Morb(Ar)
′]vir

= [Morb
Γ (Xr)]

vir[
M rel

Γ (Xr, Dr)/Mrel(Ar,Dr)
′]vir

= [M rel
Γ (Xr, Dr)]

vir.

Appendix A. Obstruction theories and local complete
intersections

sect:lci
In this section we use the Behrend–Fantechi formalism for obstruc-

tion theories [BF97].

lem:obs-lci Lemma A.0.1. Let M→N be a representable, finite type morphism
of locally Noetherian algebraic stacks and let E → LM/N be a per-
fect relative obstruction theory. Suppose that N is smooth and that
generically, h−1(E) = 0. Then E → LM/N is an isomorphism, and in
particular, M→N is a local complete intersection morphism.

Proof. We begin by reducing to the case where M → N is an em-
bedding of affine schemes. It suffices to prove the lemma after a base
change by a smooth presentation V → N . Under such a base change,
E → LM/N pulls back to a perfect relative obstruction theory on
M ×N V → V . So we may assume that N = Spec S is an affine
noetherian scheme. Now it suffices to prove the lemma after an étale
base change U → M, where U is an affine scheme of finite type over
S.

Let ι : U → W be an embedding into an affine scheme W = Spec A
which is smooth over N . Let I be the ideal of U in W . Since
ι∗LW/N is a vector bundle in degree 0 and h0(E) → h0(LU/N ) is an
isomorphism, ι∗LW/N → LU/N lifts uniquely to ι∗LW/N → E. Let
F = Cone(ι∗LW/N → E). Then we have a morphism of distinguished
triangles:

ι∗LW/N //

=

��

E //

��

F //

��

ι∗LW/N [1]

=

��
ι∗LW/N // LU/N // LU/W

// ι∗LW/N [1].

By taking long exact sequences, we see that F is represented by a
vector bundle in degree −1 which surjects onto h−1(LU/W ) = I/I2.
The assumption that h−1(E) is generically 0 implies that there is a
dense open subset of U over which F−1 → I/I2 is an isomorphism.

By restricting to a smaller open set, we may assume that F−1 is free
of rank d. Then a basis of F determines elements x1, . . . , xd ∈ I which
generate I modulo I2. In other words I/(x1, . . . , xd) is generated by the
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image of I2. Thus I · I/(x1, . . . , xd) = I/(x1, . . . , xd) and Nakayama’s
lemma implies that there is an element a ∈ A such that a ≡ 1 modulo
I and aI ⊆ (x1, . . . , xd) [Mat89, 2.2]. Since a does not vanish on U , we
may invert a and assume that I = (x1, . . . , xd). To show that x1, . . . , xd
is a regular sequence, it suffices to show that depth(I, A) = d [Mat89,
p.131].

By assumption, U has a dense open set which is a local complete
intersection. It follows that d is the codimension of U in W . But any
proper ideal I of a Cohen-Macaulay ring A has depth(I, A) = ht(I)
[Mat89, 17.4], so U is a local complete intersection and I/I2 is free
with basis x1, . . . , xd. This shows that F−1 → I/I2 is an isomorphism,
which implies that E→ LU/N is an isomorphism. �

Appendix B. Notation index
app:notn 〈 n∏

i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉(X,D)

0,β

relative GW invariant 1.2, p.2〈 n∏
i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉Xr

0,β

orbifold GW invariant 1.2, p.2

M rel(X,D) moduli of relative stable maps 1.3, p.2
Morb(Xr) moduli of orbifold stable maps 1.3, p.3
I(Xr) coarse mod. sp. of inertia stack 1.3, p.3〈 n∏

i=1

τai
(γi, ki)

〉(Xr,Dr)

g,β

relative orbifold GW invariant 2.1, p.6

Mrel
g=0(Ar,Dr)

′ special open subset of Mrel
g=0(A ,D) 2.3, p.7

M(A )′orb
g=0(Ar)

′ special open subset of Morb
g=0(A ) 2.3, p.7

A moduli of line bundle with section 2.3, p.8
D universal Cartier divisor 2.3, p.8
M(A ) curves with line bundle and section 2.3, p.8
Mrel(A ,D) curves with line bundle, section,

and expansion
2.3, p.8
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